Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion and Quantum Walks in Arrays of Quadratic Nonlinear Waveguides
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We analyze the process of photon-pair generation with simultaneous quantum walks in a quadratic nonlinear waveguide array. We demonstrate that the spontaneous parametric down-conversion in the array allows for creating quantum states with strongly pronounced spatial correlations, which are qualitatively different from those possible in bulk crystals or through quantum walks in linear waveguide arrays. Most importantly, the photon correlations can be controlled entirely classically by varying the spatial profile of the pump beam.

Spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) is probably the most commonly used process for generation of quantum correlated photons [1] with many applications including quantum cryptography [2] and quantum logic devices [3,4]. However, the use of bulk optics for generating correlated photons as well as for the building blocks of logic gates hinders the scalability of the quantum circuitry with an increasing number of components. Indeed, the successful operation of a quantum optical circuit requires that the fidelity of the quantum interference, which lies at the heart of single-photon interactions, is preserved after passing through all optical components. Integrated optical quantum circuits are seen as a solution for on-chip scalable quantum networks with important demonstrations of multiphoton entanglement [5], quantum factoring algorithms [6], and polarization entanglement [7]. Additionally, integrated circuits are compact and stable and could lead in the near future to mass production of chips for quantum computation.

A particularly important building block for quantum manipulation and integrated nonclassical light is the directional coupler formed by two coupled waveguides. A waveguide coupler can act as a simple beam splitter, thus opening numerous opportunities for integration of multiple photon gates [5]. The increase of the number of “beam splitters” can thus be simply realized by the addition of multiple coupled waveguides on a chip, leading ultimately to an array of coupled optical waveguides [8]. Waveguide arrays have been used to perform quantum walks of photon pairs resulting in nontrivial quantum correlations at the array output [9,10]. Such a kind of correlated walks involving quantum interference of several walkers can provide a speed-up of quantum algorithms delivering an exponential acceleration with the number of correlated walkers [11,12]. However, in all schemes to date, the correlated photon pairs were generated externally to the array by using bulk photonic elements. Such bulk elements may introduce quantum decoherence and impose stringent requirements on the losses associated with the connection of the array to the photon sources.

In this Letter, we propose and demonstrate numerically a novel scheme of quantum walks, involving simultaneous generation of correlated photon pairs through SPDC and their quantum walks inside a single photonic element—an array of quadratic nonlinear waveguides. This scheme avoids entirely the need for complex interfaces required in previous experiments [10] but, most importantly, enables novel ways for control of the spatial quantum correlations at the array output. In particular, we show that by varying the phase-matching conditions for the SPDC process or the spatial profile of the pump beam it is possible to control the output quantum states incorporating photon bunching or antibunching. Importantly, such simple yet flexible control of quantum statistics is not possible when the photon pairs are created externally to the array. Although integrated photonic couplers [13,14] and circuits [15] incorporating SPDC were proposed previously, we emphasize that integrating SPDC and quantum walks in a single nonlinear array leads to additional quantum interference between probabilities to generate photon pairs in different places of the array. This quantum interference is vital in order to improve the clarity of output spatial correlations.

Arrays of quadratic nonlinear waveguides have been widely explored for manipulation of optical pulses through cascaded generation of the second harmonic [8]. Here, we consider the reversed SPDC process and study the generation of correlated photon pairs as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a). To demonstrate the flexibility in controlling photon states, we consider a phase-matched near-degenerate type-I SPDC, when a pump beam generates signal and idler photons of the same polarization and frequencies approximately half of the pump beam frequency. Whereas nondegenerate SPDC can also occur in
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic of a quadratic waveguide array: The pump beam generates photon pairs that couple to the neighboring waveguides. (b) Propagation constant vs normalized transverse wave number for the near-degenerate signal (red dashed line) and idler (blue solid line).

defines the frequency range to be sufficiently narrow such that the coupling coefficients are essentially the same for the signal and idler photons and denote \( C \equiv C_{s,i} \).

For homogeneous waveguide arrays, it is convenient to represent photon states through a basis of extended Bloch waves (conceptually analogous to Fourier plane-wave expansion in bulk crystals) which have the form \( \exp(ik_{s,i}^+x + i\beta_{s,i}z) \) [8]. Here \( n \) is the waveguide number, \( k_{s,i}^+ \) are the normalized transverse wave numbers which define the phase difference between the neighboring waveguides, and \( \beta_{s,i} \) are the propagation constants which define the longitudinal wave numbers. Then, the spatial dispersion follows a general relation for waveguide arrays [8]:

\[
\beta_{s,i} = \beta(\omega_{s,i}, k_{s,i}^+) = \beta^{(0)}(\omega_{s,i}) + 2C \cos(k_{s,i}^+). \tag{1}
\]

Here \( \beta^{(0)} \) is a propagation constant for a single waveguide, and \( \omega_{s,i} \) are frequencies of signal and idler waves. We plot the characteristic dispersion curves for the signal and idler waves in Fig. 1(b). For a pump beam with optical frequency \( \omega_p \approx 2\omega_{s,i} \), a dispersion relation analogous to Eq. (1) will also apply; however, the corresponding coupling coefficient \( C_p \) would generally have a much smaller value compared to the signal and idler waves, \( C_p \ll C \), due to the weaker mode overlap between neighboring waveguides at higher frequencies [8]. In practice, \( C_pL \ll 1 \), where \( L \) is the array length, and therefore the coupling effects can be neglected for the pump beam (\( C_p \approx 0 \)). In this case, the input pump beam profile \( A_p(n) \) remains constant inside the array.

We emphasize that the spatial dispersion for the waveguide arrays is very different from bulk crystals. First, in bulk structures the rate of diffraction is proportional to the light wavelength inside the material. In particular, the pump beam diffraction is roughly one-half of the diffraction experienced by the near-degenerate signal and idler waves. In contrast, in waveguide arrays, the rate of signal and idler diffraction is defined by the coupling \( C \), which can be flexibly engineered, for example, by varying the transverse waveguide separation. At the same time, the pump diffraction can be practically suppressed as we discussed above. Second, in bulk media, the spatial dispersion is parabolic in the paraxial regime, \( \beta \approx -D(k^+)^2 \). As such, for each wave number there is a unique propagation direction defined by the normalized propagation angle as \( \nu(k^+) = -\beta D k^+ \). In arrays, the dispersion shape is very different [Eq. (1)], and, in particular, there appear pairs of waves with different wave numbers yet the same propagation directions since [8] \( \nu(k^+) = 2C \sin(k^+) \) and \( \nu(k^+) = \nu(\pi - k^+) \). We show in the following that, due to these differences, the SPDC process in arrays can have new and unique features compared to bulk crystals.

We now study photon correlations at the array output by adopting the mathematical approach of Refs. [16–18]. We consider a continuous wave, narrow-band pump at central frequency \( \omega_p^{(0)} \) and describe the photon states at the array output by using the extended Bloch wave formalism, where the complete set of Bloch waves can be defined by the transverse wave number from the first Brillouin zone, \( -\pi \leq k^+ \leq \pi \). Then the expression for the two-photon state can be written as follows [19]:

\[
|\psi\rangle = 2\pi B \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} dk_{s,i}^+dk_{i}^+ \int_{\Delta \omega_{\min}}^{\Delta \omega_{\max}} d\Delta \omega \Psi_A(k_{s,i}^+,k_i^+,\Delta \omega), \tag{2}
\]

where

\[
\Psi_A(k_{s,i}^+,k_i^+,\Delta \omega) = A_k(k_{s,i}^+ + k_i^+)\sin(\Delta BL/2) \times \exp(-i\Delta \omega L) \times (-\Delta \omega, k_i^+) |0, 0\rangle. \tag{3}
\]

Here \( A_k \) is the \( k \)-space pump spectrum, \( B \) is a constant, \( k_{s,i}^+ \) are the signal and idler normalized transverse wave numbers, \( \Delta \omega_{\min}, \Delta \omega_{\max} \) is the wavelength range filtered for the measurement, \( \hat{a}^\dagger \) are photon creation operators at the specified transverse wave numbers and frequencies, and \( |0,0\rangle \) is a vacuum state. We determine the phase mismatch by using Eq. (1): \( \Delta \beta(k_{s,i}^+,k_i^+,\Delta \omega) = \Delta \beta^{(0)}(\Delta \omega) - 2C \cos(k_{s,i}^+) - 2C \cos(k_i^+) \), where \( \Delta \beta^{(0)}(\Delta \omega) \) is the mismatch in a single waveguide and \( \Delta \omega = \omega_s - \omega_p^{(0)}/2 = \omega_i^{(0)}/2 - \omega_i \) is the signal and idler frequency detuning from the degenerate frequency \( \omega_p^{(0)}/2 \). Further
discussions on the single waveguide phase mismatch $\Delta\beta^{(0)}(\Delta\omega)$ related to a specific experimental platform can be found in Supplementary Materials [19].

We now calculate the second-order correlation function $\Gamma_2(k_s,k_i) = \int d\Delta\omega \langle |\Psi_\omega| \Psi_{\omega} \rangle^2$, which defines correlations between photons with specific transverse wave numbers. In order to determine correlations for the signal and idler photons in real space (corresponding waveguide numbers $n_s$ and $n_i$), we apply the Fourier transform to Eq. (3) and obtain the real-space two-photon state $|\Psi_{n_s,n_i,\Delta\omega}\rangle$. We then calculate the photon number correlation function $\Gamma_0(n_s,n_i) = \int d\Delta\omega \langle |\langle \Psi_{n_s,n_i} \rangle|^2 \rangle$, which can be measured by scanning two detectors across the array output and measuring coincidences [10] [see Fig. 1(a)]. Below, we use realistic experimental parameters of LiNbO$_3$ waveguide array [20] with a total length $L = 10/C$. (See Supplementary Materials [19] for information on waveguide frequency dispersion and output spectral filtering.)

We first consider the case when the pump is coupled to the central waveguide $n = 0$, which corresponds to a constant spatial Fourier spectrum of the pump, $A_0(k_s^0 + k_i^0) = 1$. In Fig. 2, we plot the photon correlations at the array output in $k$ space and real space, considering degenerate phase matching for a single waveguide when $\Delta\beta^{(0)}(\Delta\omega = 0) = 0$. A square shape is formed for the $k$-space correlations [Fig. 2(a)], which indicates a pronounced correlation between the generated signal and idler photons with transverse wave numbers satisfying the relations $k_s^0 + k_i^0 \approx \pm \pi$. This shape appears because these wave numbers correspond to the most efficient phase-matched interactions with $\Delta\beta = -2C \cos(k_s^0) - 2C \cos(k_i^0) = 0$. We note that at phase matching the photons in a pair would have the same or opposite propagation directions as $\nu(k_s^0) = \pm \nu(k_i^0)$. Indeed, the corresponding real-space correlations, shown in Fig. 2(b), reveal that the probability of detecting signal and idler photons in either the same waveguide ($n_s = n_i$, bunching) or opposite waveguides ($n_s = -n_i$, antibunching) is significantly higher compared to the other probabilities. The bunching and antibunching in the photon-pair correlations are very strongly pronounced. This is attributed to the quantum interference of photon pairs generated at different places along the length of the central (input) waveguide. The interference increases the sharpness of correlations as long as the single-waveguide phase-matching conditions are met. However, if phase mismatch is introduced, the spatial correlations between the signal and idler photons start to degrade [19].

The output photon statistics can be tailored by changing the pump profile and phase. When the pump beam is coupled with equal amplitudes and phases to two neighboring waveguides, $A_n(n) = 1$ for $n = 0, 1$, then the $k$-space correlation pattern is strongly modified [Fig. 3(a)] compared to the single-waveguide pump excitation. This happens because the pump spectrum is primarily concentrated in the central part of the Brillouin zone with $|k_p| \leq\pi/2$, and hence for phase-matched interactions $k_p \approx k_s^0 + k_i^0$, this suppresses generation of photons with wave numbers $k_s^0 + k_i^0 \approx \pm \pi$. The remaining phase-matched processes with $k_s^0 - k_i^0 \approx \pm \pi$ correspond to opposite velocities of generated photons since $\nu(k_s^0) = -\nu(k_i^0)$. Accordingly, the antibunching regime prevails in real space [Fig. 3(b)].

When we introduce a $\pi$ phase difference between pump amplitudes in the input waveguides, i.e., $A_0(0) = 1$ and $A_n(0) = \exp(i\pi) = -1$, then the situation is effectively reversed with the other phase-matched processes dominant in $k$ space. This leads to pronounced bunching statistics of biphotons in real space [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)].

The output photon statistics can also be controlled by coupling the pump to spatially separated waveguides. The correlation distributions look especially interesting for the

![FIG. 2 (color online). Photon-pair correlations (a) in k space (spatial spectrum) and (b) in real space (waveguide numbers) for a pump coupled only to the central waveguide $n = 0$ with zero single-waveguide degenerate phase mismatch.](Image)

![FIG. 3 (color online). Correlations of photon pairs (a),(c) in k space and (b),(d) in real space for single-waveguide degenerate phase mismatch equal to 0 and a pump coupled to waveguides $n = 0, 1$ with amplitudes (a),(b) $A_0(0) = A_n(1) = 1$ and (c),(d) $A_0(0) = -A_n(1) = 1$.](Image)
the pump beam. The output coupled from an external source \[9,10\]; however, in the newly observed in waveguide arrays with photon pairs for the development of quantum integrated circuits, accordingly for engineering different output quantum states.

New opportunities for spatial dispersion control and anticorrelations compared to quantum walks in linear waveguide arrays offers completely different waveguide arrays. The generation of four-photon states in nonlinear waveguide arrays can be also poled \[8,20\], and their flexibility in spatial dispersion control may allow one to match a wider range of specific application requirements in an integrated photonic platform. Nonlinear waveguide arrays can also become an attractive platform for the study of higher-dimensional quantum states. SPDC in bulk for these purposes requires careful path selection \[22\], while waveguide arrays intrinsically separate the generated photons in different waveguides. The generation of four-photon states in nonlinear waveguide arrays can be realized in relatively straightforward way by switching to type-II SPDC \[23\] and can also have interesting implications for quantum information processing.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Correlations of photon pairs (a),(c) in \(k\) space (spatial spectrum) and (b),(d) in real space (waveguide numbers) for a pump coupled to waveguides \(n = 0, 2\) (a),(b) and \(n = 0, 3\) (c),(d).

In conclusion, we have studied the simultaneous SPDC and quantum walks in an array of quadratic nonlinear waveguides and have shown that the output correlations can be effectively controlled by changing the relative phase of the pump in two input waveguides, as well as by altering the phase mismatch for the SPDC process. Such control can enable careful engineering of the output quantum state, including dynamic switching from antibunching to bunching regimes. We have shown that SPDC in nonlinear waveguide arrays allows for strongly pronounced photon-pair correlations compared to quantum walks in linear arrays, owing to nontrivial interference between the probabilities to create photon pairs in different places along the length of the pumped waveguides.

We anticipate that our results may suggest new avenues for the development of quantum integrated circuits, combining the generation of photon pairs and simultaneous transformation of the correlated photon states. We note that it was recently demonstrated that the spatial profiles of photon pairs generated during SPDC in bulk can be shaped by appropriate electric poling which modulates the sign of quadratic nonlinear susceptibility \[21\]. Quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays can be also poled \[8,20\], and their flexibility in spatial dispersion control may allow one to match a wider range of specific application requirements in an integrated photonic platform. Nonlinear waveguide arrays can also become an attractive platform for the study of higher-dimensional quantum states. SPDC in bulk for these purposes requires careful path selection \[22\], while waveguide arrays intrinsically separate the generated photons in different waveguides. The generation of four-photon states in nonlinear waveguide arrays can be realized in relatively straightforward way by switching to type-II SPDC \[23\] and can also have interesting implications for quantum information processing.
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